
Different Masses Different 
Height



Question
 Does the mass of the object and the height it has affect how long it takes for 
gravity to pull it down?



Research
●  Gravity will be used for sure. Gravity is everywhere around us. But we really don't 

notice. Isaac Newton was the first person to discover gravity. And how it pulls you 
down to Earth

● Do to the gravitational force so the more mass you have (weight) the more gravity 
has to pull you down.

● Gravity is really important without it everything would be floating around in space



Hypothesis
 If the position height of the feather is 10 inches from the ground then it will fall 
faster.



Materials
● Volleyball
● Quarter
● Feather 
● Stop watch
● Ruler



Procedure

          Get a ruler and ball any kind and put ball up 5 feet 
1. Time how fast it takes for the ball to fall with a stopwatch
2. Record speed in science journal
3. Get a ruler and quarter put quarter up 5 feet 
4. Time how fast it takes for the ball to fall with a stopwatch 
5. Record speed in science journal
6. Get a ruler and feather put feather up 10 inches  
7. Time how long it takes for it to fall with a stopwatch
8. Record speed in science journal 



Results and Data
Each object fell the ball and coin fell straight down and the feather whent side to 
side then fell. Volleyball bounced after it fell so did the coin which was surprising. It 
didn't bounce like the volleyball though. The feather was light and didn’t bounce, it 
just fell and stayed on the flower. But it was quite interesting data that was 
collected. I understand the force of the objects with more mass. Had taken less 
time due to the more mass it had so more gravitational. And that the coin fell faster 
due to it being made of metal. And that the volleyball is just filled up with air. And 
the feather is quite light. So due to the data the Volleyball fell at the same speed 
every time. And that the Coin fell at the same time only at the 1st, 2 trails. And the 
feather was falling faster each Trail.
 



Data Table and Graph
Milliseconds 

Volley
Ball

Trail 1
66

Trail 2
66

Trail 3
66

Feather 97 95 82

Coin 62 62 60



Conclusion
 Does the mass of the object and the height it has affect how long it takes for 
gravity to pull it down? If the position height of the feather is 10 inches from the 
ground then it will fall faster. The data did not help my hypothesis because the 
data showed that the Coin fell faster than the Feather or ball. If I redid this 
experiment I would put the Feather the same height as the Ball and put the Coin 
more higher up. And would these changes change the experiment?



Journal
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